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Although combined sewer overflows are mentioned in proposed federal
legislation, very few of the general public have heard of the term even
when their particular dty has them. The purpose of this paper is to
explain what combined sewer overflows are, why they cause water quality
problems, and what can be done to correct the situation. The experience
of the City of Providence will be used to illustrate the problem.

What are Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs)?

In the mid-19th century. It became obvious to most city health officials
that for each building or tenement to have its own outdoor cesspool in
the backyard was unacceptable in terms of human health, but also in
terms of aesthetics and space requirements.

As the density of population living in the cities Increased, the odor
from the multitude of cesspools became unbearable. As a solution to
the problem, the first public sewers were laid down each street to col
lect the sewage from each house and deliver it to the nearest river or
stream. Because street drainage was also a problem during this period,
street drains were also Installed and connected to the same sewers
carrying the sanitary waste. Thus the sewers served a combination of
objectives and were called combined sewers. In Providence, these sewers
were sized to handle large stormwater volumes, were made of brick and
today, a century later, are usually in good condition.

The discharge of raw sewage Into the rivers continued until city health
officials recognized that the rivers had become open sewers and the odor
from the rivers, coupled with disease outbreaks, created as serious a
problem as the cesspools had earlier. In the 1880s, Providence city
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officials inaugurated a massive public works project to collect the
sewage from the neighborhood sewers and convey 1t to a central treat
ment facility. This was done by constructing Interceptor pipes along
each river perpendicular to and underneath the pre-existing neighborhood
combined sewer; a slot (or hole in the bottom of the pipe) was con
structed so that the sewage would drop by gravity from the combined
sewer through the slot and connecting pipes into the interceptor.

Once in the interceptor, the sewage would flow to the newly-built
sewage treatment plant. The Interceptor pipes were also sized large
enough to handle some stormwater in addition to the sewage. Did the city
officials plan to treat the stormwater? Actually they did because, in
1900, when the Providence treatment facility was opened, ut-ban
runoff contained substantial quantities of horse manure. But the
Combined sewers that went down to the river were not sealed over be
cause it was recognized that during some conditions of heavy storms,
the slots, connector pipes and interceptors would be full and these
original combined sewer outfalls could be used for the overflows.

To summarize, raw sewage from houses and Industry along with stormwater
from street catch basins would flow down the combined sewer. Hear the
end of the combined sewer, a portion of the sewage and stormwater would
drop through slots and connector pipes Into the Interceptors leading
to the treatment plant. Those flows which exceed the capacity of the
slots, connector pipe and interceptor sewers are discharged to the
rivers via the former combined sewer outfalls which are now called
combined sewer overflows (CSOs). Such systems are present 1n most
older cities of the United States including Providence, Boston, Chicaqo.
St. Louis and Seattle.

Significance of Combined Sewer Overflows to Today's Water Quality

Combined sewer overflow discharges today contain urban runoff which no
longer has horse manure 1n it but now contains toxic materials such as
lead, petroleum hydrocarbons and polycycllc aromatic hydrocarbons. But
these urban runoff contaminants are also in discharges from storm sewers.
The difference is that CSO discharges also contain raw sewage which is
not disinfected and are thus a threat to human health. In Rhode Island,
shellfishing areas downstream of these raw sewage inputs have to be
closed to shellfishing following rainstorms exceeding 0.25 Inches. The
shellfishing grounds in the upper Narragansett Bay are the most pro
ductive 1n the state and are closed approximately one-half of the year
because of these raw sewage inputs from CSOs. Therefore, 1t is the
goal of the state to abate these discharges with particular emphasis on
disinfection but with secondary goals of reducing toxic pollutant loads
as well.

In 1979, the City of Providence began an effort to examine CSO discharges
and design a plan to abate them. Three engineering contracts were let:
two CSO contracts, one in the vicinity of the treatment plant, the
other along the Woonasquatucket River; and one treatment plant rehabili
tation contract. Later, as a requirement of these engineering projects,
a Citizens Advisory Committee was formed to provide public Input. A
number of questions arose. The first was why were these two particular
CSO districts chosen over the remaining seven. The CSO district near the
treatment plant was recognized to be the worst offender, but why also



the district along the Woonasquatucket River? The answer was obvious to
local residents. The lower part of the Woonasquatucket River flows be
tween the state Capitol building and downtown Providence. Redevelopment
of this area included a reflection pool and walkways along the river.
The thought of observing floating fecal material in the city s showcase
of redevelopment was repugnant to city officials. Another question was
raised: why not expand the existing treatment plant to provide treatment
of wet weather CSO discharges near the plant rather than building nine
(or more) separate treatment facilities? This answer was most unsatis
factory to the citizens. Treatment plant designers stated that the scope
of work only allowed for design of a plant for existing flows. CSO
engineers stated that evaluation of this concept was not 1n their scope
of work either. Poor performance of the plant and unreceptiveness to
public concerns led Rhode Island voters to appropriate state bonding
to purchase the whole plant and Its collection system from the city of
Providence in 1980. A new quasi-state agency was formed to operate the
plant and the collection system. This new body, the Narragansett Bay
Water Quality Management District Commission (Bay Commission), took
a more enlightened approach. One suggestion about the timing of CSO
abatement design work was made, that the worst districts be studied first
(Robadue and Martin, 1985). The Bay Commission decided to study all of
the districts starting with the most upstream districts first,
then proceeding closer to the present treatment facility. Actual con
struction is postponed until all the studies are complete and the ideas
of abatement facilities downstream of two or more districts could
also be evaluated. In addition, expanded primary treatment and chlorina-
tlon facilities at the present facility were designed and are in cons
truction so that wet weather treatment at the plant Itself Is no longer
ignored.

A Summary of Abatement Alternatives

Dry weather discharges

Although CSOs discharges are not supposed to occur during dry weather,
when theoretically the lower flows pass through slots, connector pipes
and Interceptors, all with more than adequate capacity, dry weather
discharges in 1979 totalled 15-20 million gallons per day (l/4-l/3of the
total raw sewage flow) in Providence simply because slots and connector
pipes had become plugged with debris. Calculations indicated that,
because these discharges were untreated, the CSO discharges contained
more toxic pollutants than the effluent from the plant Itself. The
proposed large expenditures of public funds at the treatment plant It
self would be wasted if the wastewater was never getting there. There
fore, when the state took over the system, a routine slot and regulator
maintenance program was instituted. Some remedial construction was re
quired but, in terms of pollutant abatement, this was accomplished at
very low cost. The Impact on loading was a 50? reduction for some toxic,.

Wet weather discharges

Wet weather dischanes arise because the flow in the combined sewers
during wet weather either exceeds the capacity of the slot, the con
nector pipe, the interceptor, or the treatment plant. The exact reason
for each CSO discharge will vary from outfall to outfall. Therefore,
it is first necessary to determine exactly why the overflows occur.
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Then appropriate abatement measures can be evaluated. Examples of some
of these alternatives are discussed below.

The least costly alternative is the "do nothing" decision. In one
section of Providence.this was feasible because when the outfalls were
monitored no CSO discharges were found even though predicted volumes
should have caused them. This occurred because over 90S of the catch
basins in the area were found to be clogged with debris and no storm
water could enter the system. But because the streets had sufficient
grade.street flooding was rare 1n the district and no complaints had
been made. It was decided to leave the catch basins clogged.

Another district was found to have over-sized pipes which could be used
to store the wastewater until after the storm had passed and the
Interceptor would accept the flow. This is called in-line storage and.
relative to most alternatives. It is also inexpensive.

Off-line storage facilities are also a popular alternative whereby dis
charges are stored until the Interceptors have capacity and the plant
flows subside. Then the flows can be released back Into the sewer system
gradually. These can be constructed underground and land area preserved
for other uses. Treatment facilities located at places where the flows
begin to exceed the capacity of the interceptors can be constructed
if Interceptor capacity becomes a limiting factor. It 1s possible,
but probably not cost effective in Providence, to expand whatever inter
ceptors lack capacity and send all of the flows to the treatment plant.
This, of course, would serve no purpose 1f the treatment plant is not
designed to treat the flows.

Because of the variety of conditions leading to the wet weather dis
charges, it Is likely that the Bay Commission will use a wide variety of
alternatives In its final plan. The final plan must achieve the major
objective of reducing the number and duration of shellfishing closures
down-Bay of Providence due to bacterial contamination resulting from the
sewage contained in CSO discharges. There are other desirable water
quality objectives which Include: (1) reduction of toxic loadings to
the Bay from urban runoff and any industrial contaminants that overflow
along with it; (2) elimination of unsightly floating fecal material in
riyers following storm events; (3) prevention of extra organic loadings
which could lower oxygen content of river and Bay waters.

Citizen Participation in CSO Abatement Decisions

It Is clear that there is substantial interest by the public about com
bined sewer overflows once they learn about what they are and the water
?!J!l!ty Prob1ems they pose. Attendance at Citizen Advisory Committee
(CAC) meetings when CSO presentations are on the agenda has been good.
But public hearings about CSOs can be very poorly attended. The dif
ference is that CAC members know what CSOs are, while the curiosity of
the neighborhood citizenry will not even be aroused by an advertisement
announcing a combined sewer overflow meeting. One city councilwoman
suggested an advertising headline such as "Do you want a sewage treat
ment plant 1n your backyard?" At least people would attend the hearing
long enough to be educated about the problem. As a result of this sug
gestion, the public hearing ads are more informative and at least the
press is attending. Citizen Advisory Committee members pay particular



attention to engineering plans in terms of severity of existing prob
lems, site selection for abatement alternatives, water quality improve
ments, cost effectiveness, and ease of operation and maintenance. The
overall effectiveness of this CAC has been described elsewhere (Robadue,
1982).

In summary, combined sewer overflow discharges can cause damage to re
sources in coastal waters and present challenges to the engineering
community trying to design cost effective ways of solving problems
which have a multitude of causes. Educated citizens are helpful partners
in designing an overall regional management plan.

Robadue, D.R., "A Citizens Advisory Committee that Works: The Public
Role In Water Quality Planning in Narragansett Bay," M. Lynch ed.
"Communicating Coastal Information," Proceedings of the 8th Annual
Meeting of the Coastal Society, Oct. 13, 1982, Bethesda, MO, 19B4,
p. 81-88.

Robadue, D.R. and Martin, B.K., "Missing Links in Water Pollution Con
trol: the Case of Combined Sewer Overflows in Upper Narragansett
Bay," Oceans 85, Marine Technology Society Conference Proceedings,
Ocean Engineering and the Environment, San Diego, Nov. 12-14, 1985,
p. 889-894.
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MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR
STRENGTHENINGPOINTSOURCECONTROLS

Michelle A. Hffler
Office of Marine and EstuarineProtection

Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street SW

Washington, D.C 20460

The discharge of pollutants to coastal waters is regulated under the National
Pollutant Discharge Elunination System perrnit program under section 402of theGean
Water Act These discharges are also subject totherequirements of section 403of theAct
if they occur tomarine waters, seaward of the ordinary low tide mark along the coast.
Most point source discharges from major industrial and municipal facilities are permitted,
but perrnit terms and conditions may be substantially improved byreviewing permit
quality, implementing the water quality toxics control strategy, requiring biomonitoring,
developing wasteload allocations, and applying other permit tools. Where to start is
determined bythe priority problems in the water body and an analysis of industrial and
municipal facilities contributing to the problem. Permitting federal facilities and
implementing pretreatment programs may also becritical toeliminating sources of toxic
pollutants. Completing section 403 Ocean Discharge Criteria evaluations may further
reduce environmental impacts.

In many cases the cumulative impacts ofdischarges from minor dischargers-gas
stations, laundry matts, dry cleaners, etc. may beof concern. Frequently, these facilities
may be unpermitted and the use of general NPDES permits putting in place best
management practices and industry organization educational programs is a viable
alternative. Similarly, permitting point source discharges from combined sewer overflows
and storm drains for thefirst timemayaddress large contributors of both conventional and
toxic pollutants.

Ensuring compliance with existing permit terms and conditions may, initself, be
sufficient. Increasing the review ofDischarge Monitoring Reports, identifying compliance
issues, conducting moreon-site inspections, and taking enforcement actions in casesof
continued non-compliance are allavailable options.
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THE REGULATION OF POINT SOURCE DISCHARGES
IN THE COASTAL ZONE UNDER THE NATIONAL POLLUTANT

DISCHARGE FXIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES)

Gary Petrazzuolo
Technical Resources, Inc.

3202 Monroe Street. Suite 300
Rockville. MD 20832

The Gean Water Act (CWA) establishes a nationwiderequirement for the issuance
of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System(NPDES) permits under Section 402of
the Act. These permits areissued to direct dischargers intosurface waters of the United
States by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), orby designated state agencies in
those statesthathave anapprovedNPDES permitprogram. This permitprogram seeks to
regulate thedischarge of pollutants into thenation's surface waters by applying several
types of permit limitations onconditions tovarious discharge categories and/or facilities.

Therearethree typesof considerations in developing limitations andconditions
for NPDES permits. These are: water quality (or usage-based) considerations, effluent (or
technology-based) limitation considerations, and ocean-discharge criteria (oreffect-based)
considerations. Ina seemingly curious regulatory architecture, theCWA protects surface
waters of theU.S. seaward of the baseline by requiring consideration of allthree levelsof
protection in NPDES permits issued for marine waters, while allowing consideration of
only water-quality and technology-based limitations for NPDES permits issued in
wetlands,tidelands, andtidally-influenced waters, locatedlandward of the baseline.

Thisapproach to402 permits iscounter-intuitive from amanagement perspective
because as one moves seaward from the baseline, marine waters, generally, are more
energetic and dispersive, lessproductive and exploited, and lesssubject to multiple types
and sources of anthropogenic pollution, than the wetlands, tidelands, and bays located
seaward of the baseline.

Thus, the NPDES permit program gives less regulatory protection to surface
waters of the United States that, from an environmental management frame-of-reference,
should receive more protection. Theapplication ofeffect-based considerations for tideland,
wetlands, and baysis proposed asoneapproach for establishing abetter balance between
environmentaland regulatory realities.
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VIRGINIA'S INNOVATIVE FINANCING MECHANISM
TO MEET ITS WATER QUALITY NEEDS

SusanG. Dull
Virginia Coordinator

Chesapeake BayCommission
5414 Tttckahoe Avenue

Richmond. VA 23226

One of the Dost challenging and successful efforts ever initiated
in Virginia is the massive Chesapeake Bay restoration and
protection program. With the assistance of EPA and neighboring
jurisdictions, Virginia has committed itself to identifying many of
the issues which nood attention and resources in order to address
water quality problems in the Bay.

Virginio's wastewater treatment prograo is designed to protect and
enhance the quality of its water resources and improve the
environment in general. The existing program, administorod under
both state and federal law, mandates the establishment of water
quality standards and the issuance, monitoring and enforcement of
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (HPDES) permits for
all discharges of waste into state waters. These permits contain
conditions and limitations on the discharge of wastewater to meet
minimum treatment levels imposed by the federal Clean Hater Act.

A significant financial obligation is placed upon localities which
must meet the various federal requirements. In the past financial
assistance has been provided by the Commonwealth and the federal
government. For tho period 1958 to 1983, more than $1.4 billion
was expended in Virginia for the construction of wastewater
treatment facilities. Of this, 70X (S980 million) was provided by
EPA under its Construction. Crants Program. These funds, In the
form of grants to localities, support a percentage of the projects
eligible costs. The federally-supported percentage has varied over
the yoars and has recently boon reduced to 55X. It appears now
thot federal financial support will be terminated by 1994.
Termination of financial a3sistanco would loovo Virginia localities
faced with meeting 1002 of the costs of their remaining noods.
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The State Water Control Board (SWCB) projects the need for $2
billion by the year 2000 for Virginia's comprehensive wastewater
treatment program. Funds will be needed for five categories of
treatment.

1. Secondary treatment, a minimum level which must be
maintained by all treatment facilities, generally ensures
that streams remain unpolluted in order to support aquatic
life, recreation, and other boncficial uses.

2. Advanced treatment is a more stringent level requiring tho
reduction of additional pollutants, sometimes including
nitrogon and phosphorus.

3. Infiltration/inflow deals with the repair or elimination of
sources of water to a sewer line other than wastewater.

4. Collector systems and interceptor lines Include the pipes
used to collect and transport wastes to treatment plants.

5. Combined sewer overflow (CSO) is a problem which is
addressed by tho Installation of separate sewer lines to
collect storawatar In areas which currently have a single
collection and conveyance system for both stormwater and
wastewater.

The preferred financing model for meeting future water quality
needs is a program called a State Revolving Fund (SRF). The fund
Is called revolving because the principal and interest payments are
repaid to a specially enacted "fund" which in turn loans the funds
out again. When such a fund loans money out at or noar market
rates the fund assets build quickly and significantly. Current
congressional actions endorse the SRF concept for a fairly simple
reason, Crant monies once given out are lost forever; whereas
loaned monies are returnod, often with interest, to further the
objectives of the "revolving fund". Both Houses of tho United
States Congress have passod legislation introducing this concept as
a transition from the current grant process to the era of no
federal financial assistance.

Although a new concept to the fedoral government, the revolving
fund concept has long been utilized in Virginia. Since 1810
Virginia has maintained "a permanent and porpetual school fund"
known commonly as the Literary Fund. Establishing a revolving fund
to meet water quality financing needs has numerous advantages. A
revolving fund would:

- became self-supporting after tho initial
capitalization takes placet

- provide a long-term financing mechanism for
meeting Virginia's wastewater treatment needs;



- allow the state to pursue additional
capitalization funds if proposed congressional
legislation is enacted;

- allow Virginia to establish the policy for the
loans according to its own priorities;

- expand to assist with other financial needs,
such as water supply, as rosources become
available.

The Literary Fund servod as a model for the croation of a Hater
Facilities Revolving Fund (WFRF). This resulted in the establish
ment of a permanent and perpetual fund administered jointly by the
State Hater Control Board and tho newly-created Virginia Resources
Authority (VRA). Under this concept tho State Hater Control Board
administers tho policy aspects of the Hater Facilities Revolving
Fund (WFRF) and the Virginia Resources Authority serves as the
financial managor.

Utilization of this concept ensures that the state could direct
wastewater construction policies through setting loan criteria.
This requires minimal operational involvement in the financial
administration of the programs but still retains the ability on the
part of the state to exercise financial control over the fund's
assets. The SHCB is in a position to decide which jurisdictions
would receive Hater Facilities Revolving Funds as well as for what
types of construction, what percentage of the total project costs
and at what interest ratos.

The SHCB has the flexibility to provide a combination of financial
incentives to influcnco wastewater construction policy. For
example, the SHCB could establish a policy that all construction
projects that incorporate phosphorus removal bo granted HFRF loans
of 75X of total project costs while those projects that only do
socondary treatment receive only 50X of total project costs. Hithin
this framework the SHCB could also state that "have" localities

would pay higher interest rates than "have not" localities. These
are only examples of methods the SHCB could utilize for influencing
policy. Any project costs not covered by the HFRF could be covered
by the Virginia Resources Authority bonding capability. By working
together in the administration of tho HFRF, a financial package
could be tailored for each locality at varying levels below market
costs.

In 1984 the Virginia Ceneral Assembly approved a now financing
authority called the Virginia Hater and Sewer Assistance Authority,
later named Virginia Resources Authority. S223.205 in start-up
funds was appropriated to the Authority. The sales of tax-exempt
revenue bonds backed by the moral obligation plodge of the
Commonwealth was authorized with an initial issuance cap of S30O
million. This enabled the Virginia Hater and Sewor Assistance
Authority to offer water and sewer system financing to cities,
counties, towns and other units of local government at substan
tially lower interest rates than they could obtain if they
individually marketed bonds on their own. Authority financing also
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reduces a locality's costs of issuance by spreading the costs over
a number of participating localities. It can provide market access
to localities which might not otherwise enjoy such on their own.
Another advantago of financing through the Authority with revenue
bonds provides for the repayment of the obligation with system
revenues, thereby eliminating the need for public referendum and
not affecting local constitutional debt limitations.

The 1985 Ceneral Assembly amended tho Authority's enabling
legislation and theroby added responsibility for financing drainage
projects and the refinancing of outstanding debt relating to
existing water, wastewater and drainage projecta. An additional
appropriation of $324,095 was made to the Authority.

The initial issuances, totaling nearly $30 million and completed
shortly after the end of the first fiscal year, established the
Authority's market presonce and enabled it to assist diverse
localities throughout tho State. How the Authority expects to be
able to benefit numerous other localities whose credit standings
alone would not enable them to Issue bonds without prohibitively
expensive and generally unavailable credit enhancements.

The VHFRF was established in 1986 by the Ceneral Assembly, and $10
million per year was appropriated for this fund In the FY 1986-88
biennium. Foderal and State funds will be deposited in the VHFRF,
with financial services provided by the VRA.

The Hater Facilities Revolving Fund concept has the potential of
generating SI.9 billion for meeting Virginia's wastewater
construction needs between now and the year 2009. This assumption
is based upon the followingi

- an initial capitalization of $10 million in
stato appropriation combined with $50 million
of federal funds for each year of a five year
period;

- all funds roturned are renewed immediately; and

- all loans aro mado at 8X average intorest cost.

(Assuming a lower Interest cost of 61 would produce $1.6 billion.
At a 4.SZ intorest rate the fund would contain $1.3 billion by the
year 2009.)

Policy decisions about allocation of funds will be mado by the
VHCB, and nutrient removal, an issue of great importance to the
Chesapeake Bay program, may be considered an eligible project.

Interest rates could range from OX to the current market rate
depending on the hardship demonstrated by the applicant. One major
impediment to construction assistance in Virginia would bo foderal
participation at a level too low to provide sufficient capital to
"seed* tho revolving loon fund program.



Even though the State has taken the lead in moving towards loan
programs versus grants, the present EPA grants program has a
restrictive policy regarding funding of advanced wastewater
treatment (AHT). which Includes nutrient control. It is not clear
whether this policy will continue as a part of any State loan
program capitalized with federal funds. Under tho current EPA
grants program, there Is a very critical review process prior to
approval for funding AHT projects. EPA has an exception to the AHT
review policy, which applies only in the Upper-Boy Policy (UBP)
area (ND and PA). EPA hos already reviewed and approved an overall
nutrient control plan for the area, and will approve funding
automatically for phosphorus removal projecta consistent with the
UBP.

EPA is considering extending this exception to the Virginia portion
of the Bay, but an overall plan similar to the UBP would have to be
devoloped first. Perhaps this automatic approval should apply for
nitrogen removal also, but to date EPA hasn't applied the exception
in those cases.

EPA Region III staff in Philadelphia and the States of Maryland and
Pennsylvania are discussing extension of this policy to nitrogen
control projects. One problem involves the question of whether
nitrogen control is as an important a water quality consideration
as phosphorus control in the Bay area. An illustration of this is
EPA Headquarter's recent disapproval of grant funding for total
nitrogen romoval at Maryland's Patuxent River Plant. After AHT
review, EPA ruled that the water quality improvements to be
attained by nitrogon control were not sufficiently demonstrated and
thcrofore did not merit funding.

Even before a Virginia project gets to the AHT review hurdle, the
VHCB has its own policy regarding AWT funding under the EPA grants
program. The VWCB policy states that secondary treatment projects
will receive priority for funds and the AWT portions, if required,
will be deferred until all the secondary needs in the State are
met.

The Commonwealth of Virginia has taken the Initiative to provide
funding mechanisms to assist localities in meeting our watar
quality needs by the year 2000. These Improvements should move us
much closer to our goals as a major participant in the Chosapeoke
Bay Restoration and Protection Program In tho area of point source
control.
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